
Third Quarter 

Carolina: Joe Webb returned the opening kick of the second half to the -31. Vance Walker and Von 

Miller tracked down Cam Newton for a four-yard sack on second down.  On third down, Danny 

Trevathan stayed step-for-step with Mike Tolbert on a wheel route and intercepted Cam Newton’s pass 

and returned it for a 41-yard touchdown. Brandon McManus extra point pulled the Broncos to within 10 

points. 

Carolina: Fozzy Whitaker returned the kick to the -26. DeMarcus Ware beat his man with an inside move 

and sacked Cam Newton for a five-yard loss on third down. 

Denver: Jordan Norwood 13-yard punt return to the -42. A first down incompletion was followed by 

Ronnie Hillman being tackled for a one-yard loss.  On third and long, Peyton Manning recognized the 

blitz and checked to a toss sweep to Ronnie Hillman but he was thrown for a three-yard loss. 

Carolina: Ted Ginn was tacked for no gain on a 40-yard Britton Colquitt punt.  Jonathon Stewart tried to 

get the edge but was tackled for a two-yard loss on first down. Denver brought a full out blitz on second 

down and DeMarcus Ward and Von Miller got to Cam Newton for a nine-yard loss.  Cam Newton’s third 

down pass was incomplete.   

Denver: Emmanuel Sanders had a 13-yard punt return to the Carolina 37.  Peyton Manning completed a 

key four-yard pass to Vernon Davis to convert a third down and maintain the drive.  The Denver drive 

stalled at the Carolina 8-yard line.  Brandon McManus trots out to attempt the chip shot, 25-yard field 

goal.  His kick is off target but there is a flag on the field.  The penalty is against the offense for illegal 

formation and it’s declined by Carolina.  

Carolina:  Cam Newton fires a 19-yard completion to Jerricho Cotchery on first down. Cam Newton used 

his feet to convert two third downs.  He scrambled for 13 yards to convert a third and four and gained 

one-yard on a quarterback sneak to move the chains.  Liking the matchup of a running back on a 

linebacker, Cam Newton lofted a gorgeous 34-yard touchdown pass to Foswhitt Whittaker.  

Denver: The third quarter ended with a 21-yard kick return by Omar Bolden resulting in a first and ten 

from the -19. 

Carolina 31, Denver 14 

 


